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easy music arranging

Apparently Clifton Davis
originally wrote his song
‘I Never Can Say
Goodbye’ for the
Supremes to record -
but Motown had
different ideas and it
was released in 1971 by
the Jackson 5.  Since
then it has been covered
numerous times, most
notably by Gloria Gaynor
in 1974 and The
Communards in 1987.  

Select style, tempo and OTS

This song from the disco era is appropriate today because, in
the article ‘From The Beginning’ (pages 6-9) I’ve been giving
an introduction to some of the great organ sounds now
available from our keyboards... and one of my favourite
versions of ‘Never Can Say Goodbye’ was recorded on organ
by Klaus Wunderlich (who, with record sales of over 20 million,
was probably more successful than many of the big named
pop artists).

After a search through the styles and their associated One
Touch Settings for a suitable candidate I decided on the
‘70sDisco2’ style (from the Dance category) which not only
has a bass line that is more-or-less ideal but also has (for
Tyros5 at least) a ‘Klaus’ setting in the OTS.

I used the TAP TEMPO function to approximately match the
style tempo to the recording of ‘Never Can Say’ I found on
You Tube and found that, at 132 bpm, it was a good bit faster
than the 120 bpm default for the style.  If you prefer the slower
pace though that’s fine.  It’s far better to play to your technical
ability than to try to match the speed of the original. 

Start to work through the arrangement

Because I’m arranging this as an ‘organ’ piece the melody is
primarily ‘drawbar’ based throughout.  Tyros5’s OTS2 provides
the starting point with a percussive Euro Organ drawbar

setting.  If you don’t have a Tyros5, but do have a Euro Organ
voice section, Select the RIGHT 1 voice part and set the
drawbars as shown...

If you have neither a Tyros5 nor a Euro Organ voice section
don’t despair... it’ll be close enough if you just set up the
ORGAN FLUTES to the same formation (with the Rotary /
Tremolo control switched to FAST). 

Actually there’s an additional ingredient in the Tyros5’s OTS
that is quite important.  It’s the inclusion of the 2 2/3’
percussive drawbar in the RIGHT 2 voice part.
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The percussive drawbar gives the sound its ‘bite’ - and, whilst
Tyros5 owners won’t need to do this because everything is set
up by the OTS2 button, to get the sound right you should
press the EFFECT button (circled in the previous illustration)
and flick the DSP button OFF.

Okay... with your organ voice set for the melody, the
‘70sDisco2’ style in place and the tempo set at 132 bpm, press
the INTRO 2 button and we’re ready to start.  You may like to
store this setting in the REGISTRATION MEMORY button 1.

The  Intro...

There is no written introduction to the Easy Keyboard Library
arrangement - but the ‘70sDisco2’ style has a great one built
in.  INTRO 2 gives a six-bar intro which sets the mood of the
piece perfectly - with swirling strings, syncopated brass and,
as the intro settles into its final two bars, ‘that’ bass line.

The only thing to note here is the key signature.  We’re used
to playing the first written chord (which is usually the keynote
chord) to set the key for the intro. In this case, however, the
key signature tells us that the piece is in the key of D major -
yet the first written chord is Em.  Use the keynote chord - i.e. D
major.  If you don’t the intro will play in the key of Em and the
whole mood will change.  Try both (followed by a few bars of
the song) to hear the difference and you’ll see what I mean.

“Never  can  say...”

As the intro comes to an end select the MAIN A style variation
for the start of the song.  This jogs along quite happily for the
next eight bars and the only thing you might add here would
be a couple of fill-ins to add a little variation to the rhythm...
Check that the AUTO FILL IN button is switched on in the
STYLE CONTROL area of the panel and then press MAIN A at
bar 4 and MAIN B at bar 8 to trigger the fill.

“Even  though...”

Pressing the MAIN B button at bar eight will trigger a fill-in that
will step the style up a gear into the MAIN B variation for the
next eight bars.  Again, you might want to embellish the
rhythm with a fill-in.  I pressed the MAIN B button at the end of
bar 12 to catch the last couple of beats of the fill-in (which is a
little bit more subtle than to trigger the whole thing at the start
of the bar).  Pressing the MAIN B button whilst the MAIN B
section is playing simply creates a fill-in that then returns to
the same style pattern.  At bar 16 though I’m ready for another
gear change - so I press MAIN C to create a fill-in that will lead
the style out of MAIN B and into the MAIN C section.

“Then  you  try...”

At this point I’m going to introduce a registration change.
Nothing very dramatic - but it doesn’t need to be because
small changes to the drawbar configuration are often
rewarded with a significant change of tone.

The style at this point is mid-change from MAIN B to MAIN C
so I should save this new registration whilst the MAIN C lamp
is flashing.  By doing this I’ll save myself some work during my
actual performance of the finished piece because as I recall
the registration the sound will change (as the new drawbar
setting kicks in) and the fill-in will be triggered at the same
time.  That would be quite a lot to take care of in the time

available if I were to try to press each button ‘live’.   

The drawbar change is small and only affects the Euro Organ
voice in the RIGHT 1 voice part.  RIGHT 2 doesn’t change.

As you can see, the two far right drawbars have been added
to the mix - bringing in the high pitched tones that brighten the
registration.  This, combined with the gear change in the style
will make a noticeable difference to the overall sound.

Everything jogs along again now - although you can add fill-
ins as you feel they’re required - until the start of bar 24.

“Don’t  wanna  let  you  go...”

Here we add more drawbars into the mix...

Press the BREAK button in the STYLE CONTROL area of the
panel so that its button is lit as you save this setting together
with MAIN D into the REGISTRATION MEMORY button 3.  When
you recall the button during performance you’ll also trigger the
BREAK which will give you a good lead into the last section of
the song.  Play to the end and finish with a pro ENDING button -
or fade out as they did in the ‘70s.  It’s your call. 

An mp3 audio file is available.

As always I’ll be only too happy to send an mp3 audio file of
my version of this arrangement so you can hear how it
sounded on my Tyros5.  Just send me an email to
glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk with a request for ‘Never Can Say’. 
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